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Abstract

This paper examines the training and competition loads performed with a full-time professional rugby league team during a Super League¹ season (pre- and in-season). While a logical and evidence-based approach was taken, involving initial planning, delivery, monitoring and evaluation, the idiosyncratic aspects of such a professional environment requires a high degree of tacit knowledge and adaptability. The current paper will therefore, describe the context, outline the broad process and approach, provide some detailed case examples of support work undertaken with associated data, and identify the methods for evaluation.

The use of four case studies (i.e.: i) injury audit; ii) hydration in a training week; iii) alternative training strategy; and iv) monitoring) helped review and inform strength and conditioning practice within a professional rugby league club environment. This

¹ Super League is the highest level of competition in professional English Rugby League with fourteen franchised teams.
applied/ecologically valid environment highlights the nexus between science and practice and how they combine to inform the performance approach.

Introduction

There is a growing body of sports science literature which focuses specifically upon the sport of rugby league. Within this body of literature there are a number of papers which fall into a number of categories or strands of research. Of particular interest has been research into injury incidence in different settings and at different levels of performance (e.g. Hodgson et al. [1]; Gabbett [2]; Gabbett [3]; King et al. [4]). Another strand, which has a relatively high number of papers, focuses upon the physical and physiological demands of the game. This has included examining the demands on players as rule changes have been introduced to the way the game is played, for example, the introduction of the 10-metre rule requiring the defending team to retire 10 metres from the 'play-the-ball' (Meir et al. [5]) and research based upon notational analysis (King et al. [6] and Sirotic et al. [7]). In addition, further research has identified the characteristics of elite and sub-elite performers (Gabbett [8]; Gabbett et al. [9]; Meir et al. [10]). More recently this area of the literature has developed further to consider how variation in physiological capacity impacts upon rugby league playing performance (Gabbett [11]; Gabbett et al. [12]). A final strand of research is composed of studies which have assessed the efficacy of different training interventions upon a variety of rugby league specific attributes. These include agility (Davison [13]), speed (Dwyer [14]), strength (Seibold [15]), and a combination of these (Gabbett [16]).

Due to the highly applied nature of the sports science research into rugby league some consideration of the issues that emerge from putting this research into practice in a professional setting is likely to be useful for strength and conditioning and rugby coaches. The effectiveness by which appropriate research and sports science can be
integrated into an athlete’s preparation and training is likely to be a key factor for successful performance. As argued by Meyers [17] it is the merging of ‘science and sweat’ that will allow athlete’s to excel. The application of research in the practical sports training environment is now common place. It plays an important part in informing coaching practise that is aimed at improving athletic performance (Bishop [18]). Notwithstanding this, some have questioned its relevance (Bishop et al. [19]), and indeed there is evidence that suggests the transfer of ‘useful’ research to practical application is very low within the sciences (Crowley [20]). It seems likely that this may also hold true for the translation of sport-science research into the practical sports training environment [18]. However, there is evidence within the sport science literature that research can have a direct and real impact to the applied practitioner. For example, Gustafsson et al. [21] provided an overview of the work of a multi-disciplinary sports science support team in relation to overtraining syndrome in an endurance athlete. The application to rugby league of such an approach is limited due to it being a single case study of a young athlete and therefore far removed from the experience of working in a professional setting with multiple full-time athletes.

Of more potential relevance to the current paper is research by Gilborne and Richardson [22], which offers a personal view of sports science support in English professional soccer. However, this research was purely concerned with the provision of psychological support to athletes. Hills and Utley [23] do provide a more holistic account of sports science support as applied to elite athletes with learning difficulties. Within this research they discuss the provision of sport science support and the issues that emerged in working with athletes. From this, recommendations for adaptation and extension of support were made for athletes in that specific context. To add to this body of applied knowledge a series of four case studies, as presented in this paper, were utilised to help inform the development of a training programme in the sport of professional rugby league.
Context: Background within professional rugby league

Case studies were undertaken with a professional rugby league team in the north of England. The team competes in the Super League competition with a full-time squad of 30 contracted professional players (aged 26.06 ± 6.75 years) who are supported by 5 coaching and support staff. These include a Director of Rugby (20yrs experience in professional coaching), 1st Team Coach (10yrs experience in professional coaching), Head of Sports Science Support (10yrs experience in professional sport), Club Doctor (20yrs experience in professional sport), Physiotherapist (7yrs experience in professional sport) and Masseuse (4yrs experience in professional sport).

A Super League match lasts 80mins, with a team playing approximately 26 matches per season plus a number of pre-season and secondary competition (Challenge Cup) matches. Within each game a team can typically expect to complete/contest 40 defensive 'sets' (20 in each 40min of the match) and 40 attacking 'sets' (20 in each 40min of the match), meaning there are potentially 240 individual instances of attacking and 240 instances of defensive play within a match.

The importance of understanding the playing and training environment of rugby was highlighted by Dawson [24]. In this particular model Dawson argues that a systematic approach to the research process is necessary, if it is to ultimately achieve the goal of informing and guiding practice. Importantly, Haag (25) points out that this process is not a one-way street and that in fact practice can, and should, also guide research. In this context, the relevant research literature has been used to inform a seven-step model [26] developed and applied at the professional rugby league club which is the focus of this paper (see Figure 1)

---

2 A ‘set’ in Rugby League consists of a maximum of six tackles before the ball is ‘turned over’ to the opposition.
There are multiple theoretical frameworks which contribute towards the planning and delivery of conditioning and sports science support. The ‘Seven Step Approach’ was used, in this instance, within this RL club environment, to understand and assess individual player needs (stages 1 & 2), design, implementation and monitor various interventions (stages 3 & 4), evaluation and exiting (stages 5, 6 & 7). In addition, clearly there are many other elements of the players’ preparation that can impact on competitive performance (e.g. illness, training age, social relationships, quality of rest, etc.). Not least of these is skill development as it relates specifically to rugby league. However, the skill development of players is not generally part of the strength and conditioning programme at the club. This is not to suggest that the strength and conditioning programme has no role to play in this regard. In fact, skill development strategies can be integrated into the strength and conditioning programme, if mandated by the head coach (Meir [27]). Typically, the skill acquisition aspect of player development at the club is primarily the role of the Head Coach who implements a strategy of individual and team skill development as considered appropriate across the entire training year.

Case Examples of Practical Considerations in Strength and Conditioning Throughout the Season

Case Study 1: Pre-season: Injury Audit

Injury studies in rugby league appear to present conflicting results with respect to the frequency and types of injuries reported. There also appears to be differences between northern and southern hemisphere data, which may be attributed to methodology and also the recency of reported studies (the majority of northern hemisphere injury studies in rugby league are pre-2000 and those in the southern hemisphere are post 2000). During the 2009 season, data on all injuries from competitive games and training
sessions was collected for first team players at the club [28]. The aim of the case study was to attain an overview of the players at the club and the types and nature of their injuries. This information would then be used to develop, where appropriate, specific prehabilitation exercises in-conjunction with the strength and conditioning and medical staff. Data analysis was limited to injury incidence rates and relative sub-category frequencies for: (i) injury causation and acuity, (ii) contact versus non-contact, (iii) nature, (iv) location, and (v) severity. In addition, transient versus time-loss, as well as the influence that rugby session type and main playing position may have on these sub-categories (i.e, i-v) was also considered.

The calculated incidence rate for match injuries was 170.7/1000 player exposure hours with a training injury incidence of 9.4/1000 player hours. Tackling action generated the most common match injuries (71.8%), whereas overuse was the single most common cause of training injuries (40.7%) \( p<0.0001 \). Lower limb injuries seemed to be the most common (60-70%), followed by injuries to the upper limb (~15%) and head and neck region (8-10%). Finally, the findings showed forwards were more susceptible to injury than backs, during matches (203.1 vs. 142.9 per 1000 hours) and rugby training (16.4 vs. 3.8 per 1000 hours) \( p=0.0431 \).

Subsequently, the case study helped identify the importance of prehabilitation exercises for the shoulder complex and lower limbs (for example, hamstring). During the season this led to the integration of specific prehabilitation sessions and exercises in the weight room and ‘on the field’ as part of the overall training regime (Meir et al. [29]). This case study further helped inform the ‘mapping’ of an exercise (combining weight room and field based training) matrix utilised for the sequential development of players.

**Case Study 2: Alternatives to Traditional Training Strategies**

Total training load and overall physiological stress are exacerbated in load bearing collision sports such as rugby league. In an effort to minimise these stressors an
An ecologically valid approach was adopted to examine the effectiveness of aquatic versus land based repeated efforts. This case study compared the physiological responses from the players when undertaking pool-based (aquatic) activity against a track-based (land) activity. The rationale for the case study was to help provide an appropriate alternative, reduced lower limb impact, training stimulus. Within rugby football generally and rugby league specifically the use of pool based (aquatic) activities are sparsely reported and researched.

Examples of aquatic based research outside of rugby league can be seen through that of Thein and Brody [30] and King [31]. Thein and Brody [30] examined the use of aquatic based rehabilitation with elite athletes and King [31] researched aquatic based rehabilitation, with track athletes, based on the use of a running action within a swimming pool. In addition, Girold et al. [32] previously examined dry land as opposed to assisted sprint efforts on swimming performance. It was suggested by Benelli et al. [33] that land as opposed to aquatic based activities yield a higher HR. However, no previous research has looked at elite rugby league players and examined the affect of aquatic and land based repeat efforts within the context of a professional team sport conditioning programme.

The nature of the repeat efforts in this research would best be described as interval training (i.e. repeated efforts of activity completed for predetermined lengths of time and at a designated intensity with prescribed periods of recovery between efforts and sets). When designing interval type training sessions a range of scientifically sound guidelines need to be applied in order to ensure its effectiveness. Billat [34] has identified different types of interval training session structures which can be used to improve aerobic and anaerobic capacity. Further, Billat [34] identified four key variables that can be used to manipulate the training effect of these types of sessions; these are: i) intensity, ii) the time-ratio for the high and low exercise
duration, iii) the amplitude, and iv) the duration and the distances run at high and low velocities.

In an applied setting issues such as, injuries and absences can impact on the number of complete days training by players and the amount of data gathered from subsequent track and pool sessions. During this case study heart-rate values and rating of perceived exertion (RPE; Impellizzeri et al. [35], Borg [36]) were recorded. These details provided both an objective and subjective indication of the intensity of training loads and the recovery abilities of SL players (n=12: mean± SD age, 24±7 years) participating in the sessions [37]. At the time of data collection players were completing their pre-season phase, which was based on a five/six day working week (Table 1).

Insert Table 1 about here

During the track (n=8) and pool (n=8) sessions HR data was collected through the use of the Team Polar System, (Polar Electro, Woodbury, NY). Prior to the identified track and pool sessions HR monitors were fitted to the players and checked for effectiveness of transmission. Each belt was numbered and matched for all sessions against a particular player. At the conclusion of all pool and track sessions HR belts were collected and individual RPE values for the completed session from each player were recorded. RPE was recorded approximately 15 minutes after the session and in isolation, ensuring that players could not see or hear their team mates response [38]. The RPE rating was used to ‘cross-reference’ the intensity of the session with the coaches and strength and conditioning staff’s intended intensity. The reason for this is that training sessions may not always produce the planned external and anticipated internal load on players. As a result, coaching staff can use the individual and group average RPE rating as one technique for monitoring training response and possible overtraining. Higher than anticipated ratings might indicate that players are
either not coping with the planned session loads or that the coaching staff have incorrectly applied session intensities.

To standardise the track and pool sessions, the same distances were completed for each track session (2000M) and each pool session (600m). However, the breakdown of each session differed. In general the intensity of the track as opposed to the pool session/s were seen as 'more intense' by players than the coaches. This rating of the track and pool sessions is supported by the mean (swimming 172±6 bpm; track 178±8 bpm) and maximum (swimming 186bpm; track 192bpm) heart rate data summarised from all of the completed session/s. From the descriptive statistics and the RPE responses the pool based activities appeared less intense than the repeated efforts on the track, supporting the findings of Benelli, et al. [33]. However, as the difference between the average heart rates reported was negligible aquatic based activities were accommodated into a squad’s training schedule, as an alternative to land based activities. As the ‘intensity’ of the aquatic against track training loads had been quantified, players and coaches embraced its inclusion within the schedule. Senior players, in-particular, appeared to benefit from the inclusion of the aquatic activities as the season progressed.

Case Study 3: Hydration during periodic training weeks

Within the playing season, this case study was conducted [39] to examine the fluid balance and body mass change of the players during a typical training week. Player hydration, in certain instances, was potentially identified as an area which warranted exploration. Although water and a carbohydrate/electrolyte drink were provided on a daily basis the amount of fluid consumed by some players was questioned.

Measurement of hydration levels is not new, but was used to inform and highlight best practice, pre, during and post sessions as well as after ‘rest days’. Hypohydration and hyperhydration has been associated with a decrease in performance [40] and negative health effects [41]. Research has shown that
professional rugby league players experience significant amounts of weight loss due to sweating during training and games [42]; [43]. Shirreffs et al. [44] also reported failure to adequately re-hydrate following an exercise session can negatively impact on an athlete’s performance in the next training session or competition. This was another reason for this case study as the question was raised by the strength and conditioning staff that a lack of hydration might be impacting on the cognitive abilities of players early in a field session. Although there have been several studies regarding the fluid balance of various athletic groups (Shirreffs and Maughan [45], Burke and Hawley [46], Reher and Burke [47]), at present there is limited published data regarding the fluid balance of professional rugby league players in England.

Hence, a sample of male full time professional rugby league players (n=17; aged 26.06 ± 3.75 years) competing in the ‘Engage Super League’ during the 2009 season volunteered and gave informed consent to participate in the project. All participants consented to three separate data collection weeks throughout the 2009 season. The data collection weeks were spread over the course of the season (February, May and August) to provide a greater representation of the different climatic conditions in England and phases of training that players undertook (see Table 2). The prevailing environmental conditions of temperature (°C), humidity (%) and barometric pressure (mBar), were recorded using a digital weather forecaster model BAA913HG (Oregon Scientific, Oregon, USA).

There were no significant changes in pre-training body mass between any of the testing sessions but there was a significant change in body mass from pre to post training. This is highlighted specifically by the changes (pre and post) seen in May (session 3) and August (session 2). As is seen through the literature, losses of 1-2% having a negative impact on performance with greater than 2% impairing cardiovascular function [48]; 49]. Group mean fluid intake for each training session
are shown in Table 3. Not surprisingly there was a tendency for fluid intake to be higher during the testing in August than in February, which is likely partly due to the warmer ambient conditions at this time of year.

Insert Table 3 about here

This increase in fluid intake from May to August, in particular, was potentially in view of the 1.6% change in body mass seen in May (session 3). Hence, additional bottled water was provided pre and post training at all sessions in August. It was, therefore, surprising to see such a high percentage body mass lost in August (Field session 2) at 1.9%. Subsequently, additional hydration education was provided in the 2010 season. Mean pre and post training urine osmolarity readings are also shown in table 3. Here, no statistically significant difference was seen between the pre and post training urine osmolarity. Although the reduction in body mass highlighted relatively high percentage body mass reduction in May (session 3) and August (session 2) it was reassuring that players were still hydrated, as indicated through the osmolarity readings. This potentially highlights that the initial rationale for increased provision of fluid for players and the supporting education did have an impact on the players hydration levels. As mentioned, the subsequent body mass losses in May (session 3) and Aug (session 2) ensured greater attention and education during these periods in the 2010 season.

Case Study 4: Monitoring and evaluating training and competition loads

Given the heavy training schedule typically prescribed for professional rugby league players it is important for the coaching staff to have a simple, quick, valid and reliable method of monitoring overall training load. Hence, the rationale for this case study was to examine the validity/significance of specific variables to help inform the ‘well-being’ of players. These included, body mass (Seca 877 scales, GMBH&Co.Kg.Germany), resting heart rate (radial pulse taken prior to exercise in the morning), counter movement jump height (Just Jump; Probotics Inc. 8602
Esslinger CT Huntsville AL 35802 ) and RPE [38] during ‘field’ based sessions. To assess the impact of daily training and weekly playing, first team players (n=30) were monitored throughout a full season. The monitoring of body mass, heart rate and vertical jump allowed thresholds for each individual to be identified, over a two month period, in conjunction with the physiotherapist, club doctor and strength and conditioning coach. The rationale for this case study was that where players were outside their personal thresholds this could be an indicator of fatigue, overtraining, predisposition to injury or health issues. These instances were then discussed by the coaching and medical staff and if it was deemed appropriate alternative sessions or rest could be prescribed for the individual player.

External training load is readily measured by recording the training stimulus prescribed by the strength and conditioning/coaching staff (e.g. resistance training session reps, sets and actual load lifted; 10 x 80 metre sprints at or under 13 seconds, etc.). However, what coaching staff are unable to readily measure is the internal training response (i.e. the relative physiological stress) such external training loads impose on a player (Impellizzeri et al. [35]). Heart rate monitoring has been used to quantify relative training load. However, at a practical level it is not always feasible to do this with large groups due to the cost of heart rate monitors, the need for a degree of technical expertise, technical problems resulting in a loss of data, the inadequacy of using heart rate to monitor high intensity activity, and the time needed to set up and record responses for each individual (Foster, et al. [50]; Impellizzi et al. [35]). Foster et al. [50]) therefore, proposed and validated (Foster et al. [51]) a highly practical and useful alternative to more objective methods of monitoring internal training load. They propose the use of a modified rating of perceived exertion utilising a 10 point session-RPE scale (CR10-scale; Borg et al. [52]) which could be multiplied by the session’s duration (time) to record an individual’s perceived level of exertion at the conclusion of a training session. This approach has been used with
some success by a number of researchers in rugby league (Kelly and Coutts, [38]; Gabbett, [53], [54]) and has also been reported to relate to heart rate and blood lactate markers of exercise intensity (Foster et al. [50]). Importantly, this tool might also have significant benefits in the prevention of overtraining (Impellizzeri et al. 55]). As a result, it was considered appropriate to use this index (CR-10 score x by session duration) to monitor players’ internal response to the prescribed ‘field training load’. This approach was used after all field sessions and after each game using the methodology described by Kelly and Coutts [38] in their research with Australian professional rugby league players.

Analysis of the body mass, resting heart rate, counter movement jump height and RPE during field sessions was conducted using SPSS for Windows version 14. Here, a multiple linear regression, which incorporated a backward step method, was used to identify the predictor variables that accounted for the greatest variance in game rating. The game rating was provided by the same first team coach after all first team matches (ordinal rating scale 1-10; 1=Poor Performance, 5=Average Performance, 10=Exceptional Performance), based on, real time view of game, video review of game, match statistics and individualised team play criteria.

When all of the predictor variables were considered together they accounted for 17% of the variance in game rating. However, the relationship between the predictor variables in combination and game rating was found to be non significant (P=0.053). The only significant predictor of game rating to emerge from the analysis was training RPE (P=0.007). This variable accounted for 12% of the variation in game rating (Table 4). The correlation between training RPE and game rating indicated a moderate, negative relationship ($R^2$ Linear = 0.103).

The main finding was that for every 1 point increase in training RPE in the days before a game there was a 0.57 decrease in game rating. This could indicate that
any field and/or ‘team prep’ sessions towards the end of a weeks preparation (prior to the next game) needed to be perceived by players as ‘easier’, potentially an RPE rating of 4 (noted on the RPE scale as moderate) or lower. Subsequently, this approach was taken by coaching staff with training sessions later in the week. This finding regarding the RPE for field sessions later in a training week is hardly surprising. However, from the data examined it was the non-significant impact of factors such as, body mass, heart rate and vertical jump, on subsequent performance, that was surprising.

Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to capture the complexities, issues and approach to the application of sports science, from a strength and conditioning perspective, within an English professional rugby league environment. As the seven step approach proposes, a methodical and structured approach is important in such a challenging environment. The use of the case studies ('injury audit', 'hydration in a training week', 'alternative training strategy' and 'monitoring') helped review and inform practice within a professional rugby league team environment. While much research in the sport and exercise sciences is undertaken in highly controlled laboratory settings, with relatively small numbers of participants using costly and labour intensive techniques of assessment, the applied strength and conditioning practitioner does not typically have the luxury of such resources. It is in this (applied/ecologically valid) environment that the nexus between science and practice combine to inform and develop the performance environment. In this context this paper has attempted to demonstrate how within one particular sport setting, professional English rugby league, through exemplar case studies decisions were made and strategies adopted regarding the ‘day-to-day’ management and development of a squad of professional rugby league players. The application of this knowledge and understanding was
presented and discussed through a proposed ‘seven step approach’ [26], which
demonstrated how a systematic approach to player preparation and support can be
readily employed with limited resources. There is a phrase in sport/life that ‘…if it ain’t
broke don’t fix it’, however, the approach in this paper highlights that it is important to
understand why and how aspects of performance training work. Once the
performance environment is better understood, and in the event that some aspect of
the implemented training system does ‘break’, a solution to ‘repair’ should be easier
to identify and implement. Subsequently, improved understanding was achieved
through: i) the injury audit, which helped in the development of a matrix of
prehabilitation exercises; ii) a study of hydration in a training week resulting in an
amended hydration and education strategy being implemented; iii) an investigation of
aquatic and land based repeat efforts training was undertaken, reinforcing the
rationale for the use of aquatic based activities for rugby league players in their
training schedule; and iv) monitoring and identifying potential thresholds for players
regarding readiness to play and train in addition to the RPE responses to sessions
during a training and playing week in an effort to control total training load over time.

The importance of further longitudinal research in such an applied environment, in
rugby league and other sports, should not be underestimated and should be
encouraged as it will only enhance our awareness and understanding of the
performance training and playing environment.
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